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Abstract 
 

The paper is devoted to a comparative study of evidential constructions in RAs (research articles) in 
English and Russian. Evidentiality in this paper is regarded as a pragmatic category that manifests itself in 
both English and Russian in a variety of lexical means indexing a source of information. From the range 
of lexical means that function as evidentials, only the constructions that include verbs in both of the two 
languages are analysed. The paper presents some findings in the differences and similarities in evidentials 
occurrences in research articles determined by discourse factors and stylistic features of both English and 
Russian. Duplication of evidential constructions within a sentence and in adjacent sentences, semantics of 
evidential verbs, the phenomenon of extending the modus perspective and other features of evidentials in 
English and Russian RAs are considered. A conclusion is made that evidentials in Russian and English 
academic discourse have both similarities and differences that result from a variety of factors.   
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1. Introduction 

Although evidentiality has already been covered in linguistic literature in various aspects (Aijmer 

2009; Cornillie 2009; Carretero & Zamorano-Mansilla, 2013; Fox, 2001; Ifantidou  2001; Mushin, 2001; 

Whitt, 2011), works on discourse aspects of this phenomenon are still rare. Chafe (1986) was probably 

the first among linguists who investigated differences between spoken and written English in the 

expression of evidentiality and studied the proportion of evidential markers in conversational English and 

academic writing. Fetzer and Oishi (2014) contributed to the description of evidentials occurring in 

different discourse domains (including academic discourse), focusing on their anaphoric and cataphoric 

use. Dehkordi and Allami (2012) proposed a taxonomy of evidentials used in academic writing and 

classified them into categories. Alonso Almeida and Adams (2012) focused on sentential evidentials, i.e. 

evidentials affecting a complete proposition. They showed that this type of evidentials are more frequent 

in English than in Spanish. Yang (2014) investigated evidentiality from the metadiscourse perspective in 

a number of English research articles of applied linguistics, and showed how different evidential types 

and linguistic realizations function as metadiscourse devices, and described roles they play in expressing 

persuasion. A number of issues related to the use of evidentials in academic texts in Russian were touched 

upon in Grichin and Demeshkina (2016). An attempt to reveal the author’s intention in a research article 

based on evidential markers was made by Grichin (2019). 

Evidentiality in English is not a grammatical category and is always optional. It is manifested 

semantically or pragmatically and is expressed by a variety of expressions, which index the source of 

information. The linguistic forms of evidentiality include cognitive verbs such as I think or I know, 

adverbs with inferential meaning (like obviously), verbs referring to senses (like I saw) or report (like I 

said) in the form of predicate constructions. Evidential forms may also include verbs that convey 

unspecified evidential basis (it seems), modal verbs and an open set of non-linguistic devices, such as 

implicitly represented references, etc. 

2. Problem Statement 

Because Russian has no grammatical category of evidentiality either, it is impossible to carry out 

comparative analyses of the two languages in terms of structural characteristics of evidentiality. This 

makes it necessary to abstract from the structural features of evidentiality in each of the languages and 

focus on their occurrences in discourse. 

A comparison of the methods of nomination and functioning of the subjects of evidentiality 

(sources of information) in English and Russian research papers cannot reveal any significant differences 

because they follow a universal pattern in any language. The existing insignificant differences are due to 

the structure of the compared languages. For example, the fact that gender is not an inflectional category 

in English, the gender of the author (as a source of information) can often be determined only from the 

context (Wade, 1992, p. 45), while in Russian this category is expressed grammatically. 
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3. Research Questions 

Comparing the occurrences of evidentials in English and Russian RAs can provide answers to a 

number of questions. First, it can reveal some peculiarities of the compared languages related to the 

variety of evidential constructions both within a sentence and in adjacent sentences. Another important 

issue is the extent of modus perspective and the ways of expressing it. Verb phasing in evidential 

constructions is one more aspect of evidentials functioning that has not been covered in linguistic 

literature yet. 

4. Purpose of the Study 

The present paper describes an attempt to conduct a comparative study of evidential constructions 

occurring in research articles published in English and Russian. It is also aimed at determining parameters 

that can distinguish similarities and differences in the use of evidentials in these languages. 

5. Research Methods 

The method of comparative analysis was used to identify the features of evidentials in the 

compared languages. The descriptive method with such techniques as observation and interpretation made 

it possible to explain the similarities and differences in the use of evidentials. Complex analysis, which 

consists in combining various methods and research techniques, contributed to determining the role of 

evidentiality in RAs. 

6. Findings 

6.1. Duplication of evidential constructions 

Even a quick glance at the occurrence of evidential constructions in research papers in English is 

enough to notice some features that they share with evidentials in the Russian language. First of all, it is a 

phenomenon that can be called duplication of evidential constructions. It consists in repeating evidential 

constructions or verbs with evidential meaning in two consecutive sentences. They can be repeated as 

they are or with some minimum transformations, for example: There are many ways the world might be, 

for all I know. For all I know, it might be that there is life on Jupiter, and it might be that there is not. 

(David J. Chalmers. The Nature of Epistemic Space); Frege held that every expression was associated 

with a referent and also with a sense. <...> Frege also held that sense determines reference. (David J. 

Chalmers. The Nature of Epistemic Space); Still, the last two obstacles suggest that while centered 

worlds may do a good job of modeling scenarios, the match is not perfect. <…> The problem with 

parsimony also suggests a slight conceptual mismatch between the notions. (Michael Thompson. Modals 

in English Language Teaching). 

A variety of evidential constructions duplication is when the predicate of some sentence in a 

sequence becomes negative, as in the following example: Now, I think there is a kernel of truth in this 

argument; for I think the interpretation of the data required to support T2 would be rather improbable. 
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But I don't think the discussion about token physicalism is a red herring. (David J. Buller. Confirmation 

and the Computational Paradigm). 

Another type of evidential constructions duplication is the use of synonymous evidential 

constructions in the subsequent sentences. Research in the area, cited by Gairns offers us some insights 

into this problem. <…> Therefore, this suggests that in a given class we should not aim at teaching more 

than this number. <…> Research also suggests that our mental lexicon is highly organized and efficient, 

and that semantic related items are stored together. <…> Oxford suggests memory strategies to aid 

learning… (Solang Moras. Teaching Vocabulary To Advanced Students); For good measure, Headway 

tells students that “each modal has at least two meanings”. <…> On the other hand, what Headway says 

doesn’t go very far in explaining why only these verbs are considered modals. (Michael Thompson. 

Modals in English language teaching). A variation of the duplication is when words of the same root are 

repeated: They've not been noticeable for being terribly successful. They are even less noted for being 

popular (Martin Fowler. The New Methodology). 

Sometimes parts of evidential constructions can be repeated. Duplication of a possessive pronoun 

with related nouns can be observed in the following example: In neither his 1948 nor his 1960 

publication did Aries stray into the mysterious world of parish register demography and attempt an 

estimate of French infant -and-child mortality rates during the early modern period (Robert Woods. Did 

Montaigne Love His Children?). 

Observations show that such anaphoric use of evidential constructions occurs if the source of 

information is represented by just one author. Such repetition does not occur if the source of information 

in the subsequent sentence is new. In the same vein, Leni Dam defines autonomy in terms of learner's 

willingness and capacity to control or oversee her own learning. <…> More specifically, she, like Holec, 

holds that someone qualifies as an autonomous learner when he independently chooses aims and 

purposes <…> For Rathbone, the autonomous learner is a self-activated maker of meaning, an active 

agent in his own learning process. <…. For instance, Benn likens the autonomous learner to “one 

whose life has a consistency that derives from a coherent set of beliefs, values, and principles, <…>” 

while Rousseau regards the autonomous learner as someone who “is obedient to a law that he 

prescribes to himself” (Dimitros Thanasoulas. What is Learner Autonomy and How Can it be Fostered). 

On the contrary, RAs in Russian demonstrate a variety of evidential constructions when indexing a 

source of information. Тем не менее, как показывает Куайн, и это является заблуждением. <…> 

очевидно, говорит Куайн, что вообще истина зависит как от языка, так и от 

экстралингвистических факторов. <…> «Конечно, – добавляет Куайн, - такое представление 

имплицитно присутствует в верификационистской теории значения. (Nevertheless, as Quine 

shows, this is also a delusion. <…> It is obvious, Quine says, that in general truth depends on both 

language and extralinguistic factors. <…> “Of course,” Quine adds, “such a view is implicitly present 

in the verification theory of meaning” (Translation form Russian).  

Such a repetition of evidential constructions in English RAs can be explained by the principle of 

shifting, which consists in limiting the variety of evidentials in order to mark (or determine) unified 

speech behavior of the author within a limited stretch of text. Shifting consists not only in changing the 
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source of information, but is accompanied by employing a different evidential construction to index it. 

Thus, English scientific language, in contrast to Russian, is characterized by a more distinct shift marking.  

In Russian RAs, the shifting is marked by other means, namely the words like другой (another), 

еще один (one more), and various discourse markers, which makes narration flowing: Маркс говорил о 

диктатуре пролетариата как государстве переходного периода от капитализма к социализму. А 

Энгельс, напротив, утверждает, что в результате социалистического переворота 

упраздняются как пролетариат, так и государство, всякое государство вообще (Marx spoke of 

the dictatorship of the proletariat as a state of the transitional period from capitalism to socialism. 

Engels, on the other hand, asserts that as a result of the socialist revolution, both the proletariat and the 

state, every state in general, are abolished – Translation from Russian). 

6.2. Extending the modus perspective 

Another feature of evidential constructions in RAs in English is extension of the modus 

perspective of a sentence semantic structure. It occurs by including another modus, mainly the modus of 

speech, in the sentence. When the modus of speech is added, the former modus becomes the dictum of the 

sentence: He does not say whether he thinks that every event occurs in accordance with some causal 

regularity, which I take it would be the only controversial reading of this claim. Though, as I have said, I 

find this position entirely sympathetic, I do not think it sits happily under the rubric of mechanism 

(Dupré, J. Review of Brandon's "Concepts and Methods in Evolutionary Biology"); I take it that 

Saunders and van Brakel accept these two claims as being empirically supported (Don Dedrick. Сolour 

categorization and the space between perception and language). 

A combination of discourse markers and evidential constructions is also rather frequent: For a 

definition of autonomy, we might quote Holec who describes it as “the ability to take charge of one's 

learning” (Dimitros Thanasoulas. What is Learner Autonomy and How Can it be Fostered). 

The phenomenon of extending the modus perspective in Russian RAs takes place mainly in cases 

when a qualifying subject is introduced into a sentence: Как и многие другие, я нахожу 

непостижимым, когда Куинн говорит мне, что какое бы то ни было ментальное состояние, 

особенно состояние воления, создающее нечто ex nihilo, может быть «безвременно вечным» 

(Like many others, I find it incomprehensible when Quinn tells me that any mental state, especially a 

state of volition that creates something ex nihilo, can be "timelessly eternal" – Translated from Russian). 

A characteristic feature of modus perspective extension in Russian RAs is inclusion of an 

adverbial participle in the evidential construction: Видный юрист, профессор государственного права, 

помощник статс-секретаря Государственного Совета барон Б.Э. Нольде охарактеризовал 

Декларацию Временного правительства следующим образом: «Над теми миллионами русских 

граждан и над теми богатейшими областями русской государственной территории договор 

трех министров поставил власть, внутреннее устройство и компетентность которой 

вызывают только удивление». Ему вторил П.Н. Милюков, говоря, что Декларация 2 июля 

противоречит интересам России, «святости и неделимости Русского государства» и принципу 

«непредрешенности до Учредительного Собрания» (A prominent lawyer, professor of state law, 

assistant state secretary of the State Council, Baron B.E. Nolde described the Declaration of the 
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Provisional Government as follows " The agreement of the three ministers established power over those 

millions of Russian citizens and over those richest regions of the Russian state territory, the internal 

structure and competence of which is only surprising." P.N. Milyukov echoed him, saying that the 

Declaration of July 2 contradicts the interests of Russia, "the sanctity and indivisibility of the Russian 

state" and the principle of "non-determination before the Constituent Assembly" – Translated form 

Russian). 

This feature of evidentiality in English RAs can be accounted for by the authors’ intent to shift the 

readers’ attention from one source of information to another and makes the academic discourse of English 

similar to conversational discourse in this respect. The tendency of evidential constructions in Russian 

RAs towards employing various evidential verbs may imply a different approach in shift marking.  

6.3.  Evidential verb phases 

Another feature of evidentiality that manifests itself differently in English and Russian RAs 

consists in how it is connected with the expression of verb phasing in evidential constructions. Verb 

phasing is the meaning of a phase expressed in the semantic structure of verbs. Such meanings include 

commencing, proceeding and completing of an action. The corpus of RAs in English demonstrates 

regular co-occurrences of evidential and phase verbs: Kirsh and Maglio go on to present compelling 

evidence that physical rotation is used not just to position a shape ready to fit a slot, but often to help 

determine whether the shape and the slot are compatible (Andy Clark & David Chalmers. The extended 

Mind); Anderson goes on to focus upon one particular habit of thought which market these colonial 

census takers and that still characterizes many of those who analyze history or recent foreign policy. 

(Gregory Crane. The Case of Plataia). Flanagan continues by saying, "if we require a true explanation to 

refer to empirically real, and not merely predictive, processes", then T1 does not "truly explain" the 

computer's behavior (David J. Buller. Confirmation and the Computational Paradigm). 

It is noteworthy that most of the English verbs acting as evidentials and somehow related to the 

expression of a phase of an action actualize only one aspect of a phase, namely the proceeding of an 

action (not its beginning or end). It seems that the expression of a phase in the meaning of verbs in 

evidential constructions serves the purpose of shifting also, but this shifting is of a peculiar kind. It is not 

a shift to a new source of information, but a return the previous one, its reiteration. The pragmatic 

meaning of this phenomenon is focusing the attention of the reader on a particular object or its properties.  

The corpus of the Russian RAs shows that the reiteration of the source of information described 

above is expressed lexically by means of the words such as in addition, further and the like , and 

discourse markers expressing text coherence and cohesion. При социализации земли, доказывал 

Чернов, государственная власть в лице своих центральных и местных органов не будет 

устранена от представительства интересов равноправных пользователей землей. <…> Вместе 

с тем Чернов выступал против передачи права собственности на землю государству, поскольку 

полагал, что в этом случае государство <…> Таким образом, полагал Чернов, национализация не 

меняет сущности буржуазных отношений… (When socializing land, Chernov argued, state power, 

represented by its central and local authorities, will not be removed from representing the interests of 

equal land users. <...> At the same time, Chernov opposed the transfer of ownership of land to the state, 
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since he believed that in this case the state <...> Thus, Chernov believed, nationalization does not change 

the essence of bourgeois relations ... – Translated form Russian).  

Cognitive verbs in evidential constructions, which include a phase meaning, do not require the use 

of verbs of speech, which is a feature of evidentials in English RAs: Шестов продолжает: «Лютер… 

сделал безумную, отчаянную попытку в своей sola fide (только вера) осуществить то, в чем 

иудео-христианская философия видела свою главную задачу» (Shestov continues: “Luther ... made a 

mad, desperate attempt in his sola fide (only faith) to realize what the Judeo-Christian philosophy 

considered its main task" – translated from Russian).   

7. Conclusion 

The comparison of evidential constructions in English and Russian RAs reveals some differences 

and similarities in their use. When the same source of information is indexed, evidentials in English RAs 

tend to be duplicated, which can be expressed by different variations of such duplication. In Russian RAs, 

when indexing the same source of information, evidentials tend not to duplicate, but to vary. The study of 

modus perspective in both English and Russian RAs shows that these languages have much in common in 

its expression, though English academic language resembles conversational discourse in this respect. 

Phasing though evidentials in English is a means of returning the previous source of information, its 

reiteration. Evidential constructions in Russian RAs tend not to include verbs with a phasing meaning in 

evidential constructions, phasing is expressed lexically by introducing more evidentials. 
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